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Abstract

Background: A construction method has emerged in which a camera is installed around a construction machine, and the operator
remotely controls the machine while synchronizing the vibration of the machine with the images seen from the operator's seat
using virtual reality (VR) technology. Indices related to changes in heart rate (HR) and physical vibration, such as heart rate
variability (HRV) and multiscale entropy (MSE), can then be measured among the operators. As these indices are quantitative
measures of autonomic regulation in the cardiovascular system, they can provide a useful means of assessing operational stress.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to evaluate changes in HR and body vibration of machine operators and investigate appropriate
methods of machine operation while considering the psychological load.

Methods: We enrolled 9 remote operators (18-50 years old) in the experiment, which involved 42 measurements. A construction
machine was driven on a test course simulating a construction site, and three patterns of operation—riding operation, remote
operation using monitor images, and VR operation combining monitor images and machine vibration—were compared. The
heartbeat, body vibration, and driving time of the participants were measured using sensing wear made of a woven film-like
conductive material and a three-axis acceleration measurement device (WHS-2). We used HRV analysis in the time and frequency
domains, MSE analysis as a measure of the complexity of heart rate changes, and the ISO (International Standards Organization)
2631 vibration index. Multiple regression analysis was conducted to model the relationship among the low frequency (LF)/high
frequency (HF) HRV, MSE, vibration index, and driving time of construction equipment. Efficiency in driving time was investigated
with a focus on stress reduction.

Results: Multiple comparisons conducted via the Bonferroni test and Kruskal-Wallis test showed statistically significant
differences (P=.05) in HRV-LF/HF, the vibration index, weighted acceleration, motion sickness dose value (MSDVz), and the
driving time among the three operation patterns. The riding operation was found to reduce the driving time of the machine, but
the operation stress was the highest in this case; operation based on the monitor image was found to have the lowest operation
stress but the longest operation time. Multiple regression analysis showed that the explanatory variables (LH/HF), RR interval,
and vibration index (MSDVz by vertical oscillation at 0.5-5 Hz) had a negative effect on the driving time (adjusted coefficient

of determination R2=0.449).
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Conclusions: A new method was developed to calculate the appropriate operating time by considering operational stress and
suppressing the physical vibration within an acceptable range. By focusing on the relationship between psychological load and
physical vibration, which has not been explored in previous studies, the relationship of these variables with the driving time of
construction machines was clarified.

(JMIR Mhealth Uhealth 2021;9(9):e31637) doi: 10.2196/31637
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Introduction

Background
Construction work in Japan, which is often affected by natural
disasters such as large-scale earthquakes, windstorms, floods,
and volcanic disasters, has been attracting attention for initiating
the remote operation of construction machines from a safe
location in cases where the actual location faces a risk of
secondary disasters such as mudslides [1,2]. Compared to actual
machine operation, remote operation requires care and
consideration because it is difficult to ascertain the situation of
the construction machine and the working environment; this
tends to place a higher psychological load on the operator. In
this construction method, the operator recognizes the actual
situation of the construction machine (inclination and shaking)
through a monitor image and the vibration of the construction
machine. The key challenge is to operate the machine reliably
and efficiently without increasing the psychological load of the
operation. Very few reports on typical construction focus on
the psychological load because of the high priority given to
avoiding physical hazards for workers [3]. Therefore, this study
focused on the psychological load and stress experienced by
technicians operating construction equipment to determine
efficient and appropriate operations.

Stress resulting from physical and psychological loads in any
job can reduce job efficiency by decreasing the sense of
satisfaction and well-being. When analyzing stress, observing
variations in the heartbeat interval provides a quantitative
measure of the autonomic regulation of the cardiovascular
system in response to stressors [4,5]. Regarding psychological
workload, workers need to be consistently aware of many things,
and an imbalance in the resources contributing to psychological
workload could pose a safety risk. The assessment of
psychological load has gained precedence in many job tasks
[6]. Therefore, the relationship of heart rate variability (HRV)
and multiscale entropy (MSE) with psychological workload has
been investigated in several studies [6-9].

Recent advances in wearable technology have provided an
opportunity to easily monitor the biometric information and
physical condition of the subjects. The use of wearable devices
to monitor autonomic nervous system activity through heart
rate (HR) observations is economical, with easy access to data
[10,11]. Evaluation of daily changes in HR provides useful
information for understanding heart health status with respect
to workloads [12], mental states [13,14], and physical conditions
[15]. Previous studies have reported that a 5-minute HRV
measurement provides a highly accurate analysis [5].

Life Events and Stress
Stress can be attributed to multiple factors, such as physical,
chemical, and biological stressors. Holmes and Rahe [16] have
pointed out the psychological and social stressors in social life.
Factors that contribute to these stressors include relationships,
family problems, and occupational problems. Lazarus and Cohen
[17] also argued that the daily hustle of life, comprising minor
daily irritations, contributes more to the negative effects on our
physical and mental health than the less frequent serious life
events. Psychological and social stressors are complex and
diversify annually with the changes in our environment and
social conditions.

When the human body encounters an unpleasant or harmful
event, a defensive reaction of the body and mind occurs. The
level of arousal increases to alert us to the outside world, and
anxious feelings emerge. In the body, the autonomic nervous
system, called the sympathetic nervous system, and the
endocrine system, which secretes adrenal cortical and other
hormones, becomes more active [5,18]. Through experiments
on animals, Hance Selye [19] revealed that in contrast to the
usual level of resistance to stress, the warning response phase
includes a shock phase in which resistance decreases
immediately after encountering the stressor, and then shifts to
an antishock phase in which resistance increases. The defensive
response of the body and mind after encountering a stressor
changes significantly over time. The physical activity and
resistance of individuals drop significantly below their usual
levels during the stress phase. Then, in the antishock phase,
adrenaline is secreted, and the sympathetic nervous system
becomes more active, resulting in higher levels of arousal and
activity [20]. The liver produces glucose to supply the whole
body with energy for activity, and the bronchi tend to become
thicker, and respiration becomes faster to take in more oxygen.
Fluctuations such as an increased HR occur to pump large
amounts of nutrients and oxygenated blood throughout the body
[21].

Research Objectives
In this study, we aimed to investigate the effects of stress and
body vibrations on HR and consider machine operation that
accounts for the load caused by work vibration during riding
and remote operation based on the characteristics of HR
information.

The results of this analysis are expected to lead to a new
computational model for evaluating operation stress and driving
time according to the widely adopted sensing wear and vital
signs collected using HR sensors and three-axis accelerometers.
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Methods

Measurement Tools
Multimedia Appendix 1 lists the measurement devices and
infrastructure considered in this study. We measured the HR
and physical activity of machine operators on the basis of the
electrocardiogram (ECG) signals captured using the sensing
wear worn by the operators. Sensing wear is an underwear-type
shirt fitted with a biometric information sensor (for detecting
HR). As sensing wear clothing is made of stretchable fabric,
stretchable ECG electrodes were integrated with the hardware
for measuring the HR. The HR was detected using the RR
intervals (RRIs) in the ECG signals. The RRI and body
acceleration extracted from the ECGs were measured to evaluate

the load of the operator in the work environment. The devices
used for physiological measurements were WHS-2 for HR
measurements and three-axis accelerometers for measuring vital
signs (Union Tool Co Ltd), COCOMI (Toyobo Co Ltd) as the
sensing wear, and a CC2650 data acquisition device (Texas
Instruments).

Using a Bluetooth low-energy device, the HR and three-axis
acceleration data were sent to the data acquisition device used
by the operators. Subsequently, the data from the acquisition
device were transmitted to and stored on the cloud server
installed on the network using the established wireless access
point (using transfer devices based on WiFi and 4G) in the work
area. The measurement device and system configuration used
in this study are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the monitoring platform. HR: heart rate; VR: virtual reality.

Participants
The data were collected at the Tsukuba Technical Research
Institute of Kumagai Corporation (Kumagai-gumi, Inc,
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo), a construction company, on July 29 and
30, 2020, and February 18, 2021. A construction company
employee (who is also a member of our research team) recruited
20 operators within the company, and engineers who responded
to the call participated in this experiment. Participants were
included if they were healthy adults aged 18-50 years and
excluded if they had any neurological or cardiovascular diseases.
As the operators participating in this experiment had highly
specialized knowledge and skills and were busy with their daily
work, it was difficult for many applicants to participate in the
experiment. Hence, 9 construction technicians trained in remote
control were selected from construction companies (age: 35.6,

SD 12.8 years; height: 168.7, SD 4.1 cm; weight: 71.1, SD 13.2
kg; BMI: 24.9, SD 4.4). Participants drove a crawler carrier
(IC120-2, KATO WORKS Co, Ltd) while wearing a device on
a test course that mimicked a construction site with a 400-meter
lap. All participants were familiar with the experimental
procedures.

Protocol
Our research group investigated the potential risks and
discomfort of the participants as well as the privacy issues
relating to data collection prior to commencing data collection.
The sensing garment was confirmed to be a noninvasive device
that does not interfere with machine operation. In accordance
with the Declaration of Helsinki, the human genome, and the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the protocol for data
collection was approved by the Ritsumeikan University’s
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Research Ethics Review Board (number BKC-2019-038). In
addition, an explanation of the participants' rights was included
in the informed consent form distributed to all participants
before data collection, ensuring the confidentiality of the
participants' data. Employee names were not used in the
experiments and data analysis to minimize the risk of disclosure
of personal information. Instead, a personal identification code
(identifier) was assigned to each participant.

Data Collection and Analysis
The SPSS Version 26 for Windows (IBM Corp) and Excel
add-in software Bell Curve (Social Survey Research Information
Co, Ltd) for Excel version 3.21(Microsoft Corporation) were
used as tools for conducting statistical analyses.

The measurement time was from 9 AM to 4 PM, and the HR
information and body vibration data of the operators were
collected at any time. We collected 42 data sets from 9
participants measured in approximately 5 minutes, excluding
preparation time and breaks. The measurement data of the
operators in the working environment are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 2. All participants were male and were
asked to provide information on their age, height, and weight.
As the cardiopulmonary function was intended to exclude
unhealthy participants from the measurement, participants were
also asked about their history of cardiovascular disease and their
current health status.

We checked for the Hawthorne effect when participants were
examined [22]. In this experiment, our research team did not
monitor the participants' activities. It stayed away from the
remote-control seat area and recorded the work using two
cameras installed in the control area. Our study focused on the
mental load that occurs during daily construction machine
operation tasks. Therefore, before starting the measurements,
we explained to the participants that this study was intended to
measure the load during operation but not their operating skills,
and we instructed them not to deviate from their daily operating
mindset.

HRV Metrics
HRV is associated with other aspects of health that are directly
affected by autonomic function, such as self-regulation, and
psychological and physiological stress [5,9,10]. A low HRV
indicates inappropriate coordination between the sympathetic
and parasympathetic nervous systems and is a reliable predictor
of future cardiovascular disease [4,5]. Therefore, HRV
measurements provide important information for assessing
physical functioning and help identify the risk of physical fatigue
and debilitation [23,24].

HR and HRV metrics have recently shown promise in multiple
applications for health care providers [25-27]. Although studies
performing HRV analysis are being reported since a long time,
further improvements in technology and the interest of many
researchers and physicians have brought more attention to this
field [28]. Despite concerns about the validity of certain metrics
of HRV data for measuring sympathetic balance [29,30] (eg,
low frequency [LF] power of 0.04-0.15 Hz and the ratio of LF
to high frequency [HF] power of 0.15-0.4 Hz in HRV), a number
of previous studies support the notion that HRV analysis could

reveal the balance of sympathetic and parasympathetic tones in
the body [31]. The autonomic response to psychological stress
has been studied using HRV [7]. Notable studies on HRV have
emphasized the value of objective measures of stress in health
care workers, and Joseph et al [27] found that self-reported
stress was associated with proportionally elevated physiological
levels of stress. These results provide compelling evidence for
physicians, especially those who routinely perform surgical
medical duties under tight time constraints, to assess their own
stress. The widespread use of objective and ecologically valid
measures of stress might provide important clues for
understanding and reducing the psychological burden of stressful
situations [32].

There are several widely accepted HRV metrics [32,33]. HRV
measurements are classified into two categories: time-domain
measures and frequency-domain measures. HRV metrics include
the root mean square of the continuous difference (RMSSD;
time domain), SD of the RRI (SDRR; time domain) and the
LF/HF ratio (frequency domain). In a previous study involving
corporate employees, RMSSD values were found to be related
to perceived mental stress [34], with lower values indicating
higher stress. The RMSSD metric is less sensitive to the number
of missing data points. Therefore, the RMSSD can be seen as
a more robust metric for evaluating patients with low data
quality. The SDRR is calculated from the SD of normal RR
intervals, and the lower the SDRR, the lower the HRV [33].

It is important to note that HRV measurements are derived from
RR data and affected by the duration of the time series (number
of data points), time of day, body orientation, and activity being
performed. Where possible, these factors are derived using
5-minute RRIs and provide values for each activity, although
Troubat et al [35] found that even brief periods of mental stress
are associated with lower mean HRV values.

MSE Metrics
MSE is an analytical algorithm that has gained popularity in
the last 20 years to evaluate the complexity of time series at
various time scales [36]. The physiological systems involved
in maintaining stable health and well-being are complex and
are affected by multiple interactions within and between system
components. The complexity of the time series data being
analyzed is reflected in the temporal structure of the variability
of the output signal [37,38]. Entropy has been recognized as an
excellent indicator of system complexity by applying and
calculating the dynamics related to the HR, brain waves, and
body sway [39]. Low entropy is associated with frailty, fatigue,
aging, and functional impairment, whereas high entropy is
associated with a greater ability to adapt to a changing
environment [40,41]. Entropy has been reported as a reliable
marker of neurophysiological complexity and adaptability in
autonomic and somatic nervous systems [38]. In this study, the
numerical value of entropy confirmed that adaptive capacity
reduced because of task fatigue. The entropy value is obtained
by plotting the entropy value of each coarse-grained time series
as a function of the scale. The cardiac entropy index shows the
area under the corresponding MSE curve (area calculated using
the trapezoidal formula), and this area is treated as the entropy
value [37,38,41].
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Since its conception, the MSE algorithm has been applied to
several analyses with significant success [42,43]. However,
concerns have been raised about the statistical unreliability of
the sample entropy of the coarse-grained series as the time scale
factor of the MSE increases [44]. In recent years, a number of
improved algorithms have been presented to address this
concern, and these can be applied with satisfactory accuracy in
the analysis of relatively small time series data sets having 750
points or less [41,43]. To calculate the complexity index, the
time scale in our study was chosen from 1 to 14 [38]. In the
analysis of the HR and MSE data of the participants, m=2
(vector length of time series) and r=0.15% (the similarity
criterion used to compare vectors) of the SD of the original time
series were used to calculate the sample entropy [38,43,44];
moreover, the refined composite multiscale entropy (RCMSE)
[41] was used as the calculation algorithm of the MSE.

Physical Vibration
Vibration occurs when the body is exposed to internal or
external forces. Physical factors such as noise, heat, vibration,
and radiation are environmental stressors with many stimuli
that are detrimental to health and can alter bodily functions [45].
Vibrations can be harmful to human health, depending on the
intensity and duration of exposure. The ISO (International
Standards Organization) 2631-1 developed in 1997 [46] provides
guidance on the use of methods to assess human exposure to
vibration. For this purpose, frequency weighting and
magnification of each evaluation axis are applied, as human
response to vibration and its effects depend on the frequency
of the vibration, its direction, and the studied effect (health,
comfort, task) [45-47].

The transmission of vibrations from external systems to the
human body has a significant impact on comfort, performance,
and health. As the actual operation of the construction machinery
and the remote-control seat including virtual reality (VR) are
dynamic systems, the related transmission depends on the
frequency and direction of the input motion. The transmission
rate of vibration also depends on the characteristics of the seat
exposed to the vibrations. On-road and off-road vehicles are
exposed to vibrations caused by uneven road and soil profiles,
and by moving elements in the machine. This is also the case
for technical vehicles and wheelchair systems. Vibrations in
the frequency range below 10-12 Hz affect the entire human
body, whereas vibrations above 12 Hz have only localized
effects [48]. LF (4-6 Hz) cyclical movements, such as vehicle
tires rolling over an uneven road, may cause the body to
resonate. Exposure to vibration in a seated position can cause
muscle fatigue, weaken soft tissues, and increase the strain on
the operator's back and whole body [49]. Continued external
forced body vibration might lead to unpleasant symptoms such
as lassitude, discomfort, and in severe cases, vomiting [48,50].
The vibration indices used for measuring physical vibration
from the output of the three-axis accelerometer attached to the
sensing wear while the machine operator sat on the
remote-control seat are listed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

The physical vibration of the operator at the observation time
(exposure time) T can be expressed by the root mean square
weighted acceleration (Aw). The total vibration acceleration at

each sample time, Aw(t), is the instantaneous value of the

frequency-corrected acceleration (m/s2), and it is the composite
of the accelerations along each axis occurring in the vertical,
horizontal, and lateral directions. Further, acc is the vibration

acceleration along each axis (m/s2) and a function of time. Aw
is the basis for evaluating the effect of vibration on the human
body according to ISO 2631. Health hazards and discomfort
caused by vibration acceleration are affected not only by steady
vibration but also by occasional shocks [45,46]. However,
because Aw is an effective value and is averaged over the
observation time, the impact of shocks can be possibly
underestimated.

The vibration doses value (VDV) index defines the amount of
vibration exposure. Instead of determining the change in
acceleration over time by squaring the acceleration, it is
determined by quadrature; the VDV determined using the root
of the fourth power is more sensitive to peak values than the
root of the second power; it is not averaged over the observation
time and represents the entire vibration exposure during the
observation time T [45,46].

The motion sickness dose value (MSDVz) is calculated by
correcting the vibration acceleration of the vertical axis of the
operator using the frequency correction factor Wf [46,50].
MSDVz is an index of vertical vibration of approximately 0.5-5
Hz, and experiments have shown that it is affected by the
discomfort and stress of the ride in the passenger seat of the
vehicle [48].

The vibration index of the operators' body vibration in this study
is expressed using Aw, VDV, and MSDVz.

Workload (Percentage Heart Rate Reserve [%HRR])
Hwang et al [51] suggested that caution should be exercised
while sustaining a 30-40% HRR among construction workers,
and Norton et al [52] suggested that a 40-60% HRR lasting
30-60 minutes is equivalent to a moderate physical load for
adequate health care of sedentary persons. Compared to
construction workers (eg, scaffolders and steel handlers), who
are often exposed to physical loads that exceed workload limits,
construction equipment operators are exposed to higher
psychological loads and stresses. Although psychological load
has a negligible effect on the HR when measured over a long
period, it may affect the %HRR for a short period of time [52].

HRR is a measure of the workload or pressure intensity at work,
associated with muscle activity [53]. Equation 1 depicts how it
is estimated:

HRR = (HRworking – HRresting) / (HRmaximum – HRresting)
× 100 (%) (1)

where HRworking is the mean working heart rate, HRresting it the
resting heart rate, and HRmaximum is the maximum heart rate
based on age [51,53].

Removal of Artifacts
Two types of outliers are commonly found in heartbeat interval
time series because of error beats and artifacts. These outliers
have no physiological significance. However, artifacts can
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significantly distort measurements in the time and frequency
domains, increasing the power in all frequency bands [37]. For
HRV data, a value can be considered valid if the clean segment
is long enough in the time series to calculate the power in the
frequency band. For example, it has been pointed out that at
least 2.5 minutes of clean data is needed to estimate LF power
[54]. Furthermore, for MSE, if the RRIs of the heartbeats differ
by several orders of magnitude from the mean of the time series,
it may have a significant impact on the entropy calculation [37].
The data set collected in this research was filtered to exclude
artifacts, ventricular extrasystoles, and undetected heartbeats
[37,44,55]. Briefly, at the center point of a moving window of

length l, anything outside the interval was excluded.

represents the mean of the data points within that moving
window, calculated excluding the center point, and a is a positive
number less than or equal to 1. In this study, we used l=41 and
a=0.2 [37,44,55].

Hypotheses Development
Based on the research objectives and literature review, the
following hypotheses were developed:

H1: In the driving time of the construction machine,
differences in the operating environments during the
riding operation, remote operation using the monitor
image, and remote operation by VR appear in the
parameters of the HRV and MSE.

H2: The magnitude of vibration in the operating
environment has a negative relationship with the
parameters of the HRV and MSE.

H3: The driving time of the construction machine has
a negative relationship with the magnitude of
vibration of the operating environment and the
parameters of the HRV and MSE.

Results

Normality Tests for Data
The normality of the collected data was evaluated. When the
sample size is greater than 50, only the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test is suitable to determine normality [56]. However, in this
research, the sample size was not sufficiently large, and the data
for which the normality could be confirmed using the
Shapiro-Wilk and Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests were considered
to be normally distributed (see Multimedia Appendix 4). In both

the tests, the null hypothesis assumes that the dataset is normally
distributed, with an alpha null hypothesis going further to
assume that the data set is normally distributed with P=.05 [57].
The data on LF, MSE, %HRR, and VDV satisfied the conditions
of normal distribution.

Descriptive Statistics and Intergroup Comparisons
Descriptive statistics, means, and SDs were used to determine
if there were any significant differences among the data collected
for each group in the three operating environments: actual
machine operation, remote operation using only monitor images,
and VR operating environment. For the analysis of normally
distributed data, multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni test
were employed in the primary allocation analysis of variance.
For the analysis of non-normally distributed data, multiple
comparisons using the Steel-Dwass method in the
Kruskal-Wallis test were conducted. The results of the analysis
are presented in Table 1.

The Kruskal-Wallis test does not require a normal distributed
dataset [58]. Its null hypothesis is that there is “no difference
between the three groups” at a significance level of .05. If P<.05,
the null hypothesis is rejected, indicating that there is a
statistically significant difference in the means of the different
groups. The Bonferroni test has the same hypothesis as the
Kruskal-Wallis test, but it relies on the assumptions of normality
and homogeneity of the population [59].

The HRV time-domain parameter of HR RRI, and HRV
frequency-domain parameters of LF, LF/HF, HR variability,
complexity of MSE, workload %HRR, body vibration Aw,
VDV, MSDVz, and driving time of the construction equipment
were statistically significant between the two operating
environments. Statistically significant differences were also
found between the three operating environments for the LF/HF
HRV parameters in the frequency domain, Aw of physical
vibration, MSDVz, and driving time of the construction
equipment.

The riding operation of the construction machine resulted in
the highest stress indices, LF/HF HRV, physical vibration Aw,
and MSDVz, and the shortest driving time. The riding operation
shortened the driving time, but it increased the operator's stress.
In contrast, remote control using the monitor image showed the
smallest LF/HF, Aw, and MSDVz, and the longest driving time.
Thus, in remote operation using monitor images, the stress of
the operator was lower, but the driving time was longer.
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Table 1. Mean, variance, and P value of each parameter for heart rate variability, physical workload, work vibration, and machine operation.

P value between each
operation

Norm

test
VRa operationRemote operationRiding operationParameter

1-32-31-2

HRVb time domain, mean (SD)

.85.05.008NPe803.0 (152)828.9 (140)664.8 (92.6)RRIc (msd)

.72.66.96NP60.0 (22.0)70.7 (36.3)66.5 (22.6)SDRRf (ms)

.78.57.90NP26.4 (8.02)25.3 (10.1)24.2 (7.96)RMSSDg (ms)

HRV frequency domain, mean (SD)

.38.005<.001Pi73.0 (13.0)63.6 (9.70)77.2 (9.44)LFh
nu

.98.63.87NP32.7 (5.36)29.9 (8.69)31.1 (7.13)LF power

.04.004<.001NP3.27 (0.99)1.85 (0.78)4.72 (1.52)LF/HFj

.99<.001<.001P6.88 (2.10)11.3 (2.78)7.13 (1.26)MSEk

Physical workload, mean (SD)

.99.001<.001P5.17 (5.45)3.70 (4.01)13.0 (6.30)%HRRl

Work vibration, mean (SD)

.004<.001<.001NP56.5 (21.4)11.6 (12.8)60.7 (18.1)Awm

<.001.99<.001P828.2 (2377)1.80 (2.25)5678 (4067)VDVn

.04<.001<.001NP131.3 (2.56)126.5 (2.26)133.9 (2.59)MSDVz
o

Machine operation, mean (SD)

.05.04<.001NP369.8 (77.6)436.2 (81.7)306.3 (48.7)Running time

aVR: virtual reality.
bHRV: heart rate variability.
cRRI: RR interval.
dms: milliseconds.
eNP: nonparametric.
fSDRR: SD of RRI.
gRMSSD: root mean square of the continuous difference.
hLF: low frequency.
iP: parametric.
jHF: high frequency.
kMSE: multiscale entropy.
lHRR: heart rate reserve.
mAw: vibration index.
nVDV: vibration doses value.
oMSDVz: motion sickness dose value.

Relationships Between Psychological and Working
Loads, and Physical Vibration
Data collected in the three operating environments were
combined to analyze their effects on the psychological load and
workload. Multiple regression analysis was conducted to
evaluate the significant relationships between the psychological
load, workload, and physical vibration. The results are presented
in Table 2. In the multiple regression analysis, we checked for
multicollinearity in the independent variables (indicators of
physical vibration). All three indices of physical vibration, (Aw,

VDV, and MSDVz) had a variance inflation factor (VIF) less
than 10. Subsequently, a significant relationship was found
between the operational load and body vibration.

As shown in Table 3, the large oscillation of the VDV
determined by the quadrature oscillation dose method has a
positive effect on the workload %HRR. Additionally, the time
average of the root mean square weighted acceleration, Aw,
had a positive effect on the stress index, LF/HF HRV, as
observed in Table 4.
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Aw had a negative effect on the MSE, a measure of adaptability
inferred from the complexity of the heartbeats, as indicated in

Table 5. The adjusted R2 value for this regression equation was
0.189.

These results show that the %HRR has a significant relationship
with the VDV. However, the other vibration indices, Aw and

MSDVz, did not show any significant relationship with the
%HRR. LF/HF and MSE showed significant relationships with
Aw. The effects of some vibration indices on the %HRR, which
indicates the workload in the operating environment, LF/HF,
which indicate the psychological load, and MSE, are shown.

Table 2. Relationship between the independent variable (work vibration) and dependent variables (workload, low frequency/high frequency, and
multiscale entropy).

Dependent variablesIndependent variables

MSEdLFb/HFc%HRRa

P valueSEβP valueSEβP valueSEβe

Work vibration

.370.0175–0.031.010.00930.0238.960.039–0.002Awf

.240.0001–0.0001.820.00010.000.060.00030.0006VDVg

.080.130–0.156.160.06930.0983.090.2940.515MSDVz
h

aHRR: heart rate reserve.
bLF: low frequency.
cHF: high frequency.
dMSE: multiscale entropy.
eβ: beta coefficient.
fAw: vibration indices.
gVDV: vibration doses value.
hMSDVz: motion sickness dose value.

Table 3. Relationships between independent variable (work vibration) and dependent variable (workload).

Dependent variable: %HRRaModel 1-1: independent variable

P valuet valuebSEEstimated

.0023.290.00030.0008VDVc

<.0015.111.075.469Intercept

———e0.213Multiple R2d

———0.193Adjusted R2

.002——10.8F static valuef

aHRR: heart rate reserve.
bt value: result of the student t test.
cVDV: vibration doses value.
dR2: coefficient of determination.
eNot available
fF static value: variance ratio.
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Table 4. Relationship between independent variables (work vibration) and dependent variables (low frequency/high frequency).

Dependent variable: LFa/HFbModel 1-2: independent variable

P valuet valuecSEEstimated

<.0014.180.00790.0329Awd

<.0014.490.4051.817(Intercept)

———f0.305Multiple R2e

———0.287Adjusted R2

<.001——17.5F static valueg

aLF: low frequency.
bHF: high frequency.
ct value: result of the student's t test.
dAw: vibration indices.
eR2: coefficient of determination.
fNot available
gF static value: variance ratio.

Table 5. Relationship between independent variables (work vibration) and dependent variables (multiscale entropy).

Dependent variable: MSEaModel 1-3: independent variable

P valuet valuebSEEstimated

.02–3.240.00149–0.0485Awc

<.00113.70.76810.55Intercept

———e0.208Multiple R2d

———0.189Adjusted R2

.002——10.5F static valuef

aMSE: multiscale entropy.
bt value: result of the student t test.
cAw: vibration indices.
dR2: coefficient of determination.
eNot available.
fF static value: variance ratio.

Significant Statistic of Each Parameter for Driving
Time
Data collected in the three operating environments were
combined, and multiple regression analysis was performed to
evaluate the relationships among several HRV indices and the
parameters of MSE, HR RRI, and physical vibration, which
indicated the complexity of HR changes, with the driving time
of construction equipment. Two multiple regression equations
were used to confirm a statistically significant relationship.
First, in the multiple regression analysis, we found no
multicollinearity among the independent variables. As a result,
it was confirmed that the parameters among the two sets of
dependent variables used, namely, LF/HF, RRI, MSDVz, and
MSE, and RRI and MSDVz, had VIFs between 1 and 2, and
there was no possibility of multicollinearity. In the subsequent
analysis of the physical and psychological loads and physical

vibrations during the operation, two significant relationships
were found.

The first was the effect of the explanatory variables LF/HF, HR
RRI, and oscillation MSDVz on the driving time; the adjusted

R2 of this regression equation was 0.449. Second, the driving
time was affected by the explanatory variables, namely MSE
(complexity of HR change), HR RRI, and vibration MSDVz;

the adjusted R2 of this regression equation was 0.400. The results
of the analysis are presented below in Tables 6 and 7.

Multiple regression analysis of the data for each construction
machine operation suggested that the driving time affects LF/HF,
which indicates operational stress, and MSE, which indicates
adaptability; it also affects the RRI and vibration index MSDVz.
Equations 2 and 3 are the multiple regression equations obtained
for the driving time HRV and driving time MSE. In both these
regression equations, as the construction machine runs faster
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and the driving time becomes shorter, the operator's stress
increases, the adaptability to the task decreases, and the RRI
and MSDVz also increase.

Driving timeHRV = –24.5 × LF/HF – 0.350 × RRI –
10.7 × MSDVz + 2115 (2)

Driving timeMSE = 10.5 × MSE – 0.259 × RRI – 10.3
× MSDVz + 1823 (3)

Table 6. Relationship among independent variables (low frequency/high frequency, RR interval, and work vibration) and dependent variable (driving
time).

Dependent variable: driving timeIndependent variables

VIFbP valuet valueaSEEstimated

1.40.002–3.347.32–24.5LFc/HFd

1.40<.001–4.300.0814–0.350RRIe

1.44.001–3.493.07–10.7MSDVz
f

—g<.0015.04420.02115.6(Intercept)

————0.490Multiple R2h

————0.449Adjusted R2

—<.001——12.1F static valuei

at value: result of the student t test.
bVIF: variance inflation factor.
cLF: low frequency.
dHF: high frequency.
eRRI: RR interval.
fMSDVz: motion sickness dose value.
gNot available.
hR2: coefficient of determination.
iF static value: variance ratio.

Table 7. Relationship among independent variables (multiscale entropy, RR interval, and work vibration) and dependent variable (driving time).

Dependent variable: driving timeIndependent variables

VIFbP valuet valueaSEEstimated

1.27.012.634.0110.5MSEc

1.24.003–3.210.0807–0.259RRId

1.53.004–3.113.31–10.3MSDVz
e

—f<.0013.83476.61823.3Intercept

————0.444Multiple R2g

————0.400Adjusted R2

—<.001——10.1F static valueh

at value: result of the student t test.
bVIF: variance inflation factor.
cMSE: multiscale entropy.
dRRI: RR interval.
eMSDVz: motion sickness dose value.
fNot available.
gR2: coefficient of determination.
hF static value: variance ratio.
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Driving Construction Machines With Acceptable
Operational Stress
Using equation 2 regarding the driving time of construction
machinery obtained in this study, we suggest reducing the
driving time of the construction machine while suppressing the
operation stress. Equation 2 shows the relationship between the
physical vibration and psychological load during machine
operation, and it is expected that reducing the physical vibration
during operation will reduce the operational stress. By reducing
the stress caused by Aw, the time average of the squared
vibration, to an acceptable level, it is possible to reduce the
driving time and operator stress.

There are no previous reports where LF/HF for stress levels has
been quantitatively determined. In this study, an LF/HF of value
2 was considered an acceptable stress level based on reports
investigating the stress of participants in a sitting posture
[60-62]. Using the relationship presented in Table 5, the average
squared vibration acceleration during traveling AwLF/HF=2 is

approximately 59 m/s2 according to Aw = 2/0.0329 – 1.82.
From the relationship between equation 2 and Figure 2, the
traveling time of the construction machine = –24.5 × 2 – 0.35
× 742.0 –10.7 × 131.7 + 2115 = 397.1 seconds (approximately),
which is the driving time for one lap that is acceptable for the
psychological load of the operator. It was also estimated that
the running speed at an acceptable psychological load = 400 m
/397.1 s ≈ 1.01 m/s ≈ 3.63 km/h.

Figure 2. A. Correlation between RR interval and vibration index Aw and B. Correlation between motion sickness doses value and vibration index
Aw. The dashed lines show the estimated values of the RR interval and motion sickness dose value for the allowed Aw. In the figure, the linear relationship
equation, correlation coefficient R, and P values related to the two axes are shown. MSDV: motion sickness dose value; RRI: RR interval.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this research, we investigated the effects of stress on
psychological health during the operation of construction
equipment, and the relationship between the appropriate stress
and the driving time of construction machines. We found a
significant relationship between LF/HF HRV [7,31] and MSE
[6,40-42], which indicates the complexity of the HR, and body
vibration [48-50]; thus, our hypothesis was supported. In
addition, it was found that by keeping the operational stress
caused by Aw, which is the time average of the squared
vibration acceleration, at an acceptable level, an appropriate
driving time that takes the operator into account can be obtained.

Stress and Remote Operation
Indices related to stress characterize the activity of the
sympathetic part of the autonomous nervous system and can be
appropriately applied to estimate psychological load as well as
the intensity of physical workload [63]. Therefore, a similar
relationship can be inferred between several HRVs related to
stress and MSE. This is evident in the relationships shown in
equations 2 and 3. The study results show that the uncertainty
of what constitutes an acceptable limit of psychological load
can be resolved by analyzing the stress index and some vibration
indices in the working environment. The operating technicians

were exposed to different stress levels owing to the physical
vibrations of the construction equipment. In addition, the
workload by %HRR was found to be related to physical
vibration, but not to the driving time. Riding operators with the
highest vibration exhibited multiple lower HRV indices and
MSEs than operators exposed to stress when remotely
controlling the construction machine with only monitor images,
which had the lowest vibration. Therefore, the hypothesis that
the physical vibration experienced by construction workers has
a negative effect on the HRV and MSE was supported. In
addition, the hypothesis that the driving time of the construction
machine has a negative relationship with the magnitude of
vibration in the operating environment, and the parameters of
the HRV and MSE, was also confirmed.

In an environment with large vibrations, the operator has lower
multiple HRV indices because of a higher sympathetic nervous
system tone (LF power) and sympathetic balance (LF/HF), and
a lower parasympathetic nervous system tone (ie, RRI, SDRR,
RMSSD, and HF power) [33]. This result is consistent with
previous studies estimating that increased work stress is
associated with lower parasympathetic activation as sympathetic
activity increases [64,65]. LF/HF provides insight into the stress
classification of participants. Operators in this study were
exposed to a low physical load and high mental stress. This is
in comparison to physical workers who engage in production
through physical activity, which may result in higher
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psychological load due to the nature of their work, as it involves
paying full attention to the safety of their surroundings and
ensuring work quality through machine operation. The results
of this study reflect the findings of Boschman et al [66].
Operators experience high psychological job demands and a
high need for recovery. Hence, job-specific psychosocial work
factors need to be assessed.

The measurement system and sensing wear used in this study
are reliable [67] and provide valid HRV data. However, care
should be taken when using them for implementing
frequency-domain analysis to interpret cardiac autonomic
modulation [68]. For accurate measurement of indices related
to LFs and HFs in the frequency domain, continuous recording
with a stable HR measurement period of at least 3 minutes is
recommended [5]. This application can be socially implemented
as a useful tool for monitoring the cardiac autonomic health
status of operation workers. It is useful in managing the stress
levels of operation technicians during machine operations by
efficiently using short-term HRV and MSE beat information
and body vibration recordings.

Theoretical and Practical Contributions
This study contributes theoretically by demonstrating the
influence of psychological load as measured by the HRV and
MSE on the operation of construction machines, and the effect
of the psychological load of skilled workers on the HR interval,
vibration in the working environment, and driving time of the
construction machine. In addition, the study presents a new
relational model using biometric information on HR and
vibration indices in the work environment for the driving time
of construction equipment.

Regarding the practical contributions, we quantified the
vibration in the work environment of the driving operation and
clarified the psychological workload of the operation. The
evidence connecting the physical vibration in the work
environment and the psychological and physical fatigue of
workers could cause construction companies to improve their
working environment and workforce management [69].
Furthermore, a new concept considering the psychology of the
operator and the efficiency of the operation from the perspective
of health psychology was introduced by comparing riding
operation and remote operations, assuming a construction site
where construction machines could not be operated.

Limitations
This study had several limitations. First, the number of
construction machine operators employed was disproportionate;

hence, the age and gender of the operators were not considered.
There are reports that stress varies with age and gender [70,71],
but this study was conducted on healthy males aged 18-50 years;
hence, the study results may not be generalizable to all
technicians in the construction industry. The number of male
workers in the Japanese construction industry is very high, and
further research might be beneficial in countries where there
are a promising number of women in the construction and
operations engineering professions. Second, this study was a
cross-sectional analysis, and data were collected from the
operators over 3 days. The collection of data over a longer
period may provide more definitive results. Third, it would be
desirable to analyze the operability and productivity of
construction machines in relation to stress, as this research was
limited to evaluation considering the driving time. The present
study was conducted on construction machines that are typically
used in construction work. A study of the psychological load
during operation using machines with more fine-grained
operational needs and controls could provide a comparison of
the effects on the operator. Finally, as frequency-based metrics
have been reported to represent the balance between sympathetic
and parasympathetic activities more accurately [72], it is critical
to improve the quality of HR interval recordings in wearable
devices. Among the data collected in this research, there were
some missing heartbeat intervals, which affected the selection
of HRV metrics and necessitated the removal of a sample of
participants from statistical analysis. To conduct a large sample
study over a long period, future research aimed at furthering
sensing wear and wearable technologies such as the WHS-2 to
improve recording quality (eg, further minimizing motion
artifacts) is essential. This will enhance the usefulness of the
devices used.

Conclusions
A new method was developed in this study to calculate the
appropriate operating time considering operational stress and
maintaining the physical vibration within an acceptable range.
The participants had to be alert while operating the machine in
an environment that could expose them to high stress from
vibration. Although this research is based on a limited number
of participants in a special environment, by focusing on the
relationship between psychological load and physical vibration,
which remains unexplored in previous studies, the relationship
of these variables with the operation time of construction
machines was clarified.
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